Three-dimensional finite element modeling of ligaments: Technical aspects
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Abstract

The objective of this paper is to describe strategies for addressing technical aspects of the computational modeling of ligaments with the finite element (FE) method. Strategies for FE modeling of ligament mechanics are described, differentiating between whole-joint models and models of individual ligaments. Common approaches to obtain three-dimensional ligament geometry are reviewed, with an emphasis on techniques that rely on volumetric medical image data. Considerations for the three-dimensional constitutive modeling of ligaments are reviewed in the context of ligament composition and structure. A novel approach to apply in situ strain to FE models of ligaments is described, and test problems are presented that demonstrate the efficacy of the approach. Approaches for the verification and validation of ligament FE models are outlined. The paper concludes with a discussion of future research directions.
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1. Introduction

The skeletal ligaments are short bands of tough fibrous connective tissue that bind bones together across joints. Their mechanical function is to guide normal joint motion and restrict abnormal joint movement. These functions are assisted by the congruent geometry of the articulating joint surfaces and musculotendinous forces. Ligaments can be subjected to extreme stress while performing their role in restricting abnormal joint motions and can be damaged or completely disrupted when overloaded. Excessive stretching or disruption can result in gross joint instability, resulting in altered joint kinematics, altered load distribution, and increased vulnerability to injury of other ligaments and musculoskeletal tissues. Eventually, degenerative joint disease may result from alterations in load bearing and joint kinematics.

Because ligamentous instability can greatly restrict the activity level of an individual and may result in degenerative disease, basic and applied research efforts have examined ligament injury mechanisms, techniques for ligament repair and reconstruction, and rehabilitation methods for use during the healing period. These studies have helped to elucidate details of the natural history of ligament injury and healing from biomechanical, histological, and biochemical viewpoints. However, fundamental mechanical questions regarding the role of individual ligaments, the mechanisms of ligament injury, and the efficacy of reparative/reconstructive procedures persist. This is partially due to inherent limitations of experimental studies such as their high cost, low sensitivity, and the difficulties associated with accurate measurement of basic kinematic and mechanical quantities, both in vivo and in vitro. The use of computational methods for the study of joint mechanics can elucidate ligament function and yield information that is difficult or impossible to obtain experimentally.
In particular, the finite element (FE) method offers the ability to predict spatial and temporal variations in stress, strain, and contact area/forces. The FE method also provides a standardized framework for parameterized studies, such as evaluation of multiple clinical treatments. Further, subject-specific FE modeling of ligament stress-strain behavior can potentially accommodate the large intersubject variability in joint kinematics and resting ligament tensions, which can limit the sensitivity of experimental and clinical investigations [7].

The vast majority of studies that have employed computational methods to examine ligament mechanics have used a one-dimensional representation of ligament geometry [3,8–10]. This entails using either single- or multiple-line elements [10] while allowing load transfer to bones at single or multiple points [11]. A one-dimensional representation requires only a few parameters to control load-elaboration behavior, and overall in situ tension can be specified with a single scalar value. This approach has proved useful for predicting joint kinematics under the application of external loads (e.g., [12]), but it possesses several significant shortcomings: (1) nonuniform, 3D stresses and strains cannot be predicted, and (2) multiple sets of parameters and initial tensions routinely produce nearly identical predictions of joint kinematics. Ligaments are subjected to highly nonuniform deformations in vivo that result from a combination of tension, shear, bending, and compression [13,14], and the regional contribution of a ligament to joint stability changes with joint orientation [15–20]. A three-dimensional FE modeling approach is required to capture these characteristics.

Three-dimensional FE modeling of ligament stress-strain behavior is complicated by highly anisotropic, nonlinear material behavior, large deformations and complex geometry and boundary conditions. The objectives of this paper are to describe strategies for addressing these important technical aspects of the computational modeling of ligaments with the FE method. In particular, this paper describes strategies for FE modeling of ligament mechanics, methods for obtaining ligament geometry for computational models, considerations for the constitutive modeling of ligaments, the representation of in situ strains in FE models of ligaments, and the verification and validation of ligament FE models. Focus is placed on techniques that can be used when representing ligaments with three-dimensional continuum or shell elements.

2. Strategies for representing ligaments in joint models

Two strategies have been used for the three-dimensional FE analysis of ligament mechanics. In the first approach, a model of the entire joint is constructed, including all supporting soft tissue structures [21,22]. The influence of arbitrary external loads and/or displacements on joint kinematics and ligament mechanics can then be studied. This approach can predict joint kinematics, ligament stresses, strains, insertion site forces and load transfer to the bones via contact. However, the sheer complexity of such models makes this approach difficult to implement and the resulting models are nearly impossible to validate without detailed experimental studies.

In the second approach, a single ligament is represented in the FE model. The motion of the ligament insertion sites, or alternatively the bones to which it is attached, is prescribed based on experimental kinematic measurements [6,7,15–25]. This approach provides predictions of ligament stresses, strains, insertion site forces and load transfer to the bones via contact, but not joint kinematics, since the motion of the bones must be prescribed. FE models of this kind are considerably easier to implement and validate. Since the overall stiffness characteristics of joints from different donors/animals routinely differ by a factor of two or more, this approach generally requires subject-specific measurements of joint kinematics [7].

3. Ligament geometry for computational models

3.1. Geometry acquisition

The acquisition of accurate geometry for the ligament(s) and possibly the bones is a fundamental requirement for the construction of three-dimensional FE models of ligaments. Laser scanning and medical imaging are the primary techniques that have been used for this purpose. Laser scanning can be very accurate, but cannot differentiate between the ligament of interest and surrounding bone and soft tissue structures. Further, it can only digitize geometry that is visible directly from the laser source. Both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) have been used to acquire ligament geometry [7,26]. MRI can provide detailed images of soft tissue structure in diarthrodial joints. It should be noted that standard clinical MRI pulse sequences do not result in images that have any substantial signal for ligament. Rather, the structure of ligament is defined by a lack of signal. This is primarily due to the rapid decay of signal intensity from collagen [11]. Reducing echo time (TE) below 2 ms is an important consideration for obtaining images of collagen-containing structures. Dual echo spoiled gradient (SPGR) pulse sequences (e.g., TE 1 ∼1 ms, TE 2 ∼8 ms) can be used to obtain MR signal from ligaments [27–29] (Fig. 1). However, these sequences are not commonly available in commercial scanner software at this time.

When compared to MRI, CT yields superior spatial resolution and a better signal-to-noise ratio. Further, CT provides excellent images of the bones around the joint, which often must be included in FE models of ligaments to represent ligament wrapping and insertion site geometry. Soft tissue is visible in standard CT images, but there is little difference in the signal between soft tissues, and thus, it can be difficult to distinguish the boundaries of a specific ligament in an intact joint (Fig. 1). For experiments on cadaveric tissue, this problem can be circumvented by performing a detailed dissection of the ligament before imaging. Even with such
Fig. 1. Volumetric images of the human medial collateral ligament obtained from MRI (left) and CT (right). MR image geometry: Cropped to 180 × 340 (56 mm × 106 mm), 0.8 mm slice thickness; T2 processed dual echo image, TE1 = 1.63 ms, TE2 = 8.61 ms. CT image geometry: 512 × 512 acquisition matrix, 100 mm FOV, 1 mm slice thickness.

In an approach, the exact location of the insertion sites can be difficult to determine, both with MRI and CT. To facilitate segmentation of ligaments and their insertions to bone in CT images, we use 30-gauge copper wire to mark the insertion sites before imaging (Fig. 2).

It is often desirable to perform comparisons between FE predictions of joint kinematics or ligament strains and experimental measurements. Further, to drive FE models of individual ligaments as described above, one must be able to specify the initial relative orientation and position of bones to correspond with experimental measurements. The spatial configuration of the bones and/or ligaments that are obtained from medical image data must be registered with experimentally measured orientations. Since it is difficult to ensure that a joint is in the same position for medical imaging that it was during an experiment, fiducial markers must be placed on the bones before imaging [30]. Consideration should be given to the materials that are used to construct such fiducials so that they do not produce artifact in the image data. In our laboratory, we have used plastic markers attached to the bones with nylon screws (Fig. 2). The three-dimensional coordinates of the markers can be determined from segmentation of the image data, and their coordinates can be tracked during experiments using a motion analysis system [31].

3.2 Segmentation and geometry reconstruction

Extraction of the geometry of ligaments from CT or MRI data is performed by first segmenting the boundary of the structure. For in vitro studies using CT, this can be facilitated by marking the boundaries of the insertion sites with copper wire, as described above. Even with such an
approach, it is still generally necessary to perform manual
(or semi-automatic) segmentation of ligament boundaries
[6,7,23,32,33] (Fig. 3A). There are numerous software pack-
ages available for this purpose. We have obtained excellent
results with the Surfdriver (www.surfdriver.com) and Amira
(www.amiravis.com) software packages. Once the ligament
of interest is segmented in the 3D image dataset, polygonal
surfaces may be generated by either lacing together stacks
of closed bounded contours [34] or by performing isosurface
extraction on a binarized version of the segmented image
dataset (Fig. 3B). If only the exterior geometry of the bones
is needed (to model contact and wrapping of ligaments with
bony surfaces), automatic segmentation via isosurface extrac-
tion can be performed with CT data. In our own research,
we have used the marching cubes algorithm [35] to extract
polygonal surfaces for the femur and tibia [7]. This tech-
nique produces a polygonal surface with an extremely large
number of triangles, but reduction of the number of tri-
angles can be achieved by using a decimation algorithm
(e.g., [36]).

3.3. FE mesh generation

FE analysis of ligaments demands the use of element
formulations that are accurate and robust for finite defor-
mations. Historically, this has mandated the use of hexa-
hedral elements. Many commercial software packages for
FE mesh generation accommodate the generation of hexae-
hedral meshes using mapping approaches. In our own research,
we have used TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Liv-
ermore, CA). The geometries of bones and ligaments are
imported into the software as polygonal surfaces. If the bones
are to be modeled as rigid bodies (an assumption that facili-
tates the application of experimentally measured kinematics
to drive the motion of the bones), the polygons that represent
the bone surfaces may be used directly to define the bone sur-
faces using rigid triangular shell elements [37]. FE meshes
for the ligaments are constructed using a standard mapped
meshing approach (Fig. 3C).

Formulations for tetrahedral elements that are accurate for
finite deformations have been reported recently [38,39]. As
these elements become widely available, mesh generation for
ligaments may be greatly simplified by direct meshing of the
closed polygonal surfaces with tetrahedrons.

Although hexahedral and tetrahedral elements are appro-
priate to discretize many ligaments, some ligaments are very
thin, and thus, an inordinately large number of solid elements
are needed to maintain reasonable element aspect ratios. Fur-
ther, lower-order hexahedral elements tend to provide too
stiff a response in bending for thin structures. An alternative
approach is the use of shell elements. There are several shell
element formulations that are valid for finite deformations
(e.g., [40,41]). Shells have the advantage of providing more
accurate simulation of bending behavior for thin structures.
Mesh generation is considerably easier with shell elements
than with solid elements and thickness may be assigned
pointwise to shell elements. Further, they reduce the overall
number of degrees of freedom in the system of equations. As
an example, we have used shell elements to model the inferior
glenohumeral ligament (IGHL) of the shoulder under ante-
rior loading of the humerus [42] (Fig. 4A). Shell elements can
represent the extensive folding that occurs in many capsular
ligaments, such as the IGHL (Fig. 4B).
4. Constitutive modeling of ligaments

4.1. General considerations

Constitutive equations are used to describe the mechanical behavior of ideal materials through specification of the dependence of stress on variables, such as the deformation gradient, rate of deformation, temperature, and pressure. The accurate description and prediction of the three-dimensional mechanical behavior of ligaments by constitutive equations remains one of the challenges for computational modeling. The development and application of these constitutive models relies on an understanding of ligament structure and function, and knowledge of available experimental data. This section focuses on three-dimensional constitutive models for ligaments.

4.2. Structure and function of ligaments

Ligaments are highly anisotropic due to their fibrous structure. The degree of anisotropy can vary substantially between different types of ligaments [43–45] and the fiber orientation generally represents an adaptation to the mechanical environment. For instance, the collagen fibers in the cruciate ligaments of the knee are highly aligned with the long axis, while the organization of the inferior glenohumeral ligament of the shoulder varies considerably with location [46]. Collagen provides the primary resistance to tensile loading but offers negligible resistance to compression. Ligaments offer little resistance to bending, as illustrated by the fact that they will fold under their own weight when held vertically from the bottom.

All ligaments possess a toe region (an upwardly concave region) in the stress–strain curve for uniaxial loading along the predominant fiber direction [44,47–52]. The disappearance of this toe region is associated with the extinguishing of the crimp pattern in collagen fibers that can be viewed with polarized light [53]. Two approaches have been used in constitutive models to represent the origins of the toe region. The first approach uses numerous linear or bilinear elastic elements that are sequentially recruited to yield the nonlinear shape of the toe region. The second approach assumes that the toe region arises due to the wavy geometry of the collagen fibers.

A simplified explanation for the upwardly concave stress–strain behavior of ligaments was proposed by Vidiik and Ehwol [53] and subsequently presented in more detail by Frisen et al. [54,55]. The elastic response of ligaments was represented by numerous individual linearly elastic components, each of which represented a collagen fibril of different initial length in its unloaded and crimped form. As the ligament was loaded, additional fibrils were recruited yielding the nonlinear behavior characteristic of the toe region. At higher loads, all the fibrils were loaded and the ligament stress–strain curve became linear. This approach provides a compact description of the uniaxial response of ligaments. Many subsequent models have used a similar assumption [48,49,56–64].

Others have represented the toe region as arising from the inherent crimp in collagen fibers. Diamant et al. [49] proposed a microstructural model for ligaments and tendons that represented the collagen crimp structure with straight elastic segments joined by rigid hinges. A similar structural model was developed for human patellar tendons by Stoeffer et al. [65]. The collagen crimp pattern was represented by a kinematic chain composed of short elements connected by pins and torsion springs. A light microscope system was used to measure crimp pattern at different positions and under different loads to quantify model parameters. Individual link parameters were defined as functions of position to account for variations in crimp pattern. Comminou and Yannas [48] used a sinusoidal waveform to model the collagen crimp structure. Constitutive equations for uniaxial extension were formulated for a single fiber, as well as for a bundle of fibers embedded in a matrix. A constant crimp configuration was assumed that restricted this model to small strains. Lanir [57,62] also proposed a structural model for biological soft tissues that directly modeled the collagen fibrils.
Our laboratory examined changes in crimp period with applied tensile strain in rat tail tendons [50]. Results clearly demonstrated that the complete disappearance of crimp coincided with the end of the toe region. However, results also showed that the disappearance of crimp was not simultaneous in different regions of the tendon. Taken together, these observations support the hypothesis that the wavy, crimped geometry of the collagen fibril results in the non-linearity in the toe region of the stress-strain curve in ligaments and tendons, but that the change in length of individual fibrils is spatially nonuniform with increasing tensile strain.

Ligaments have time- and history-dependent viscoelastic properties that arise from the interaction of water with the ground substance matrix and the inherent viscoelasticity of the solid phase. There have been numerous experimental investigations of the viscoelastic nature of ligaments (e.g., [51,66–74]). The loading and unloading curves of ligaments under tension do not follow the same path. Rather, a hysteresis loop is observed during cyclic tensile testing due to internal energy loss. Creep, an increase in deformation over time under a constant load, and stress relaxation, a reduction in stress over time under a constant deformation can both be observed in ligaments [66]. The effects of conditions, such as temperature [71] and hydration level [69] on the viscoelastic behavior of ligaments, has also been investigated. The variation of ligament stress-strain behavior with strain rate is another indicator of the viscoelastic nature of the tissue. Woo et al. [75] compared the material properties of rabbit medial collateral ligaments (MCLs) tested at five different strain rates. Results showed that changes in strain rate of over four orders of magnitude had relatively small effects on ligament material properties. Tensile strength and ultimate strain increased slightly with increasing strain rate while tangent modulus remained essentially unchanged. We recently reported the strain- and frequency-dependent viscoelastic behavior of the human MCL in tension along its longitudinal and transverse directions, and under shear along the fiber direction [74]. The results of this study support the conclusions of previous studies regarding small but significant increases in the effective modulus/dynamic stiffness of ligaments with increasing rate of loading.

Although often assumed to be incompressible due to their high water content, experimental evidence suggests ligaments undergo some volume change during deformations [76]. This volume change may occur due to fluid exudation [77,78] or as a result of inherent compressibility of the solid phase. Due to the limited availability of experimental data describing interstitial fluid flow in ligaments and tendons, FE models have been used to gain a better understanding of the flow behavior [79,80]. Chen et al. [80] created a microstructural model to study interstitial flow parallel and transverse to the collagen fibril direction, based on previously measured values for fibril diameter and water content. Results indicated that ligaments are likely to be much more permeable to flow in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse direction. Experiments in our laboratory on human MCL demonstrated that permeability transverse to the collagen fiber direction is slightly less than values reported for bovine articular cartilage, while at strains of 30% permeability was two to three times lower than that of bovine articular cartilage [77,81]. The contribution of fluid flow to the viscoelastic properties of ligaments is an area where further research is needed.

The material surrounding the collagen in ligaments is often referred to as the "ground substance". It is composed of proteoglycans (PGs), glycolipids and fibroblasts and holds large amounts of water [82]. Proteoglycans consist of a protein core and one or more glycosaminoglycan side chains. Some proteoglycans aggregate with hyaluronic acid to form hydrophilic molecules. This interaction is responsible in part for the large amount of bound and unbound water in ligament: water typically comprises 60 to 70% of the total weight of normal ligaments [78,83,84].

Ligaments contain predominantly the small leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs), such as the proteodermatan sulfates (e.g., decorin, biglycan) and proteokeratan sulfates of molecular mass \( \sim 100 \text{kDa} \). Approximately 50% of their mass is protein, with the rest being anionic glycosaminoglycans (aGAGs). In normal ligaments, decorin is the most abundant proteoglycan, accounting for about 80% [85]. The remainder is composed of biglycan, fibromodulin, versican and aggrecan. All of these proteoglycans are expressed in normal and healing ligaments [86]. Decorin carries a single dermatan sulfate side chain, while biglycan binds two chains of dermatan sulfate or chondroitin sulfate [87–89]. Decorin binds to type I collagen, while biglycan shows no affinity [90,91]. The glycan tails form antiparallel aggregates between their protein carriers, which are attached to collagen fibrils at binding sites occurring regularly along the fibril [88,90–93].

The main functions that have been attributed to proteoglycans are regulation of fibril growth and mechanical strengthening of the overall ligament or tendon. These proposed functions are primarily based on the analysis of tissues from mice that possess a targeted disruption in the decorin gene [94–99]. Studies of tendons during development have shown that PG content is inversely proportional to fibril diameter [89]. Graham demonstrated that PGs inhibit side-to-side fusion of collagen fibrils [100]. The mechanical function of proteoglycan-based fibril–fibril crosslinks is less clear. Proteoglycan deficiency does not alter the elastic uniaxial tensile mechanical properties of tendon (ultimate load, tensile strength, stiffness or modulus) when tested along the predominant fiber direction [94,101]. The elastic properties of decorin-deficient tendons when tested along their fiber direction appear to be unaffected [94]. Additional research is needed to elucidate the contribution of proteoglycans to ligament material properties, and thus provide a basis for improved constitutive models to study normal, injured and diseased ligaments.
4.3. Three-dimensional elastic constitutive models

As described earlier, the material behavior of ligaments is relatively insensitive to strain rate over several decades of variation. In addition, these tissues reach a “preconditioned” state following cyclic loading, after which there is a minimal amount of hysteresis. This has prompted many investigators to develop three-dimensional constitutive models that represent ligaments as nonlinear elastic. Beskos and Jenkins [102] proposed a continuum model that represented tendon as a fiber-reinforced composite. Inextensible fibers were arranged in a helical pattern and were embedded in an incompressible, hollow right circular cylinder. Ault and Hoffmann [103,104] developed a three-dimensional constitutive law for soft connective tissues that used a linearly elastic, composite materials approach. Lanir [64] used a strain energy approach to form a continuum model for fibrous connective tissue. The model described an incompressible composite of undulating collagen fibers embedded in a fluid matrix. The model assumed that the collagen fibers buckle under a compressive load and the unfolding of the fibers during deformation squeezed the matrix, resulting in an internal hydrostatic pressure. Hurschler et al. [105] proposed a three-dimensional model for tendon and ligament that included both microstructural and tissue level aspects. Similar to the approach of Lanir [64], it was assumed that the fibrils contributed to strain energy only when in tension, and the only contribution of the matrix was a hydrostatic pressure. A probability distribution function was used to describe the initial orientation of the collagen fibers in the tissue.

Our laboratory developed a structurally motivated continuum model to represent ligaments and tendons as nearly incompressible, transversely isotropic, hyperelastic materials [106–108]. The formulation used an uncoupled strain energy approach that allowed for a relatively straightforward FE implementation of the model. The model formulation also allowed for easy determination of matrix and fiber family material coefficients from experimental testing [44]. The model assumed that ligaments are locally transversely isotropic as a result of a single family of collagen fibers, and these fibers resist elongation and may interact with each other and the matrix [107,108]. The constitutive model was applied successfully to describe and predict three-dimensional strains in the human medial collateral ligament using subject-specific FE models [7]. This constitutive model has been adopted by other investigators [6,32] to describe the material behavior of the anterior cruciate ligament in the context of FE simulations.

4.4. Three-dimensional viscoelastic constitutive models

Although the effective modulus of ligaments is relatively insensitive to strain rate [74,108,109], viscoelasticity may be important when studying the response of joints to high-rate loading or impact scenarios [110]. In these situations, the rate of loading experienced by ligaments may vary dramatically between different locations within the tissue. Viscoelastic effects are also important when considering cyclic loading [74,111], creep, stress relaxation [108,112], or when studying tissue pathologies that alter viscoelastic behavior [113–117]. The time- and history-dependent behavior of ligaments has been the topic of many experimental studies of ligaments, and viscoelasticity has been incorporated into several three-dimensional constitutive models for ligaments. Lanir [118] extended his structural elastic model to incorporate three-dimensional viscoelasticity theory [119]. Viscoelasticity was similarly added to the structural model of Decraemer et al. [120] by assuming internal friction between fibers, and between fibers and the surrounding matrix. The damping was introduced by assigning linear viscoelastic properties to the fibers with a relaxation function. Sanjeevi et al. [121,122] described the viscoelastic behavior of biological soft tissues with an equation similar to that of a Voigt-type spring and dashpot model. Dehoff [123] and Bingham and Dehoff [124] modified a continuum-based constitutive equation that had been used to characterize the nonlinear viscoelasticity of polymers to describe the behavior of soft biological tissues. Ligaments were modeled as isotropic viscoelastic with hysteresis.

Recent studies have based ligament viscoelasticity on nonlinear theories. Johnson’s [125] single integral finite strain (SIFS) model describes finite deformation of a nonlinearly viscoelastic material within the context of a three-dimensional model. The specific form describing uniaxial extension was obtained, and the idea of conversion from one material to another (at a microscopic level) was then introduced to model the nonlinear behavior of ligaments and tendons. Pioletti et al. [126] introduced a framework based on elastic and viscous potentials. The resulting constitutive law is valid for large deformations and satisfies the principles of thermodynamics. Quaglini et al. [127] combined an anisotropic strain energy function and a discrete time box dynamic model, borrowed from the theory of system identification, to describe the time-dependent behavior of soft tissues. Bischoff et al. [128] developed a rheological network model using an orthotropic hyperelastic constitutive model for fibrous tissue and a viscoelastic reptation model for soft materials. Although a number of three-dimensional theories for nonlinear ligament viscoelasticity have been developed, there is still a need for experimental studies on ligament viscoelasticity that can provide the material coefficients that are necessary for anisotropic viscoelastic constitutive models.

4.5. Material coefficients for subject-specific modeling of ligaments

The use of anisotropic and/or viscoelastic constitutive models to describe the material behavior of ligaments requires the specification of a potentially large number of material coefficients. Complete data for these material coefficients are not available in the literature. In the context of anisotropic constitutive models, the material coefficients can-
5. In situ strain

When a ligament is separated from one or both of its insertions to bone, it will retract. The strain distribution that corresponds to that tension will be referred to herein as the in situ strain [19,132]. This terminology is used to differentiate it from residual strain/stress, which results from internal forces that are self-equilibrated without any externally applied boundary conditions. In the ligaments of diarthrodial joints, typical in situ strains are approximately 3–10% [17,19], and there is not a joint configuration in which the in situ strain is homogeneous. The resulting forces that are transmitted to the ligament insertion sites provide joint stability even in relatively neutral joint configurations [17,19].

The absence of these forces would result in a less stable joint, a condition that would be exacerbated by the upwardly concave tensile stress–strain behavior of ligaments. Failure to include in situ strain in FE models of ligaments can lead to large errors in subsequent calculations of stress and insertion site forces [25].

The experimental measurement of in situ strain is challenging. Typically, contrast markers are attached to the ligament and the spatial positions of the markers are recorded before and after separating the ligament from its insertions to bone [132]. This measurement provides information about the in situ strains on the surface of the ligament. We have developed a method to apply this in situ strain distribution to FE models of ligaments. The development extends our previous method [133] to allow the exact enforcement of experimentally measured in situ strains.

5.1. Multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient

Three configurations are introduced—the stress-free state (0), the in situ strain state (R), and the current, deformed state (r) (Fig. 5). The multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation gradient, \( F_{0 \rightarrow r} \), yields:

\[
F_{0 \rightarrow r} = F_{R \rightarrow r} F_{0 \rightarrow R}
\]  

Here \( F_{0 \rightarrow R} \) represents the deformation gradient due to the in situ strains and \( F_{R \rightarrow r} \) is the deformation gradient that results from subsequently applied loads.

To apply Eq. (1) directly, all nine components of the deformation gradient due to in situ strain, \( F_{0 \rightarrow R} \), must be measured at every location in the ligament. It is much easier to measure the local fiber stretch \( \lambda_{exp} \) from contrast markers that have been distributed along the local fiber direction, as. Further, direct application of Eq. (1) requires that the stress-free geometry of the ligament is available. As noted in Section 3 above, it is much easier to obtain the geometry of the ligament directly from medical image data in the configuration \( R \). With these constraints on the available data, the challenge is to apply an experimentally measured in situ strain distribution to an FE model that was generated using geometry from configuration \( R \).

The fiber stretch that corresponds to the total deformation gradient \( F_{0 \rightarrow r} \) is defined as \( \lambda_{0 \rightarrow r} \). Similarly, the fiber stretches corresponding to \( F_{R \rightarrow r} \) and \( F_{0 \rightarrow R} \) are defined as \( \lambda_{R \rightarrow r} \) and \( \lambda_{0 \rightarrow R} \), respectively. With these definitions, Eq. (1) implies:

\[
\lambda_{0 \rightarrow r} = \lambda_{R \rightarrow r} \lambda_{0 \rightarrow R}
\]  

5.2. Iterative update procedure

In situ strain is introduced in the FE formulation by specifying \( F_{0} \) at each integration point. During the nonlinear FE analysis, minimization of total system energy will determine a \( F_{R \rightarrow r} \) that balances the externally applied forces, boundary conditions, and internal stresses. As a result, in general \( F_{0 \rightarrow r} \) will not equal \( F_{0 \rightarrow R} \) and the fiber stretch \( \lambda_{0 \rightarrow r} \) will not equal the experimentally measured fiber stretch \( \lambda_{exp} \).

This is especially problematic for ligament geometries that demonstrate curvature and variation in cross-section along their length, and for applying in situ strain distributions that are inhomogeneous. Thus, the objective is to enforce the constraint \( \lambda_{0 \rightarrow r} = \lambda_{exp} \) before applying any additional forces/displacements to the ligament FE model. 
As an initial estimate, \( F_{0 \rightarrow R} \) was assumed to consist of a uniaxial stretch \( \lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} \) along the fiber direction in a local coordinate system aligned with the fiber direction. The deformation gradient due to the in situ strains in a coordinate system with the “11” direction aligned with the local fiber direction is then:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3)

This tensor is transformed to the global coordinate system for computation of \( F_{0 \rightarrow R} \):

\[
F_{0 \rightarrow R} = QR, \quad Q = \begin{bmatrix} q_{11} & q_{12} & q_{13} \\ q_{21} & q_{22} & q_{23} \\ q_{31} & q_{32} & q_{33} \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( Q \) is a rotation between the fiber coordinate system and the global coordinate system.

An iterative update procedure was implemented to enforce the constraint \( \lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} = \lambda_{\exp} \). Using Eq. (2), this constraint can be rewritten as:

\[
\lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} = \lambda_{\exp}.
\] (4)

Since \( \lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} \) is determined by the minimization of energy in the nonlinear FE program, Eq. (5) is rewritten as a constraint on \( \lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} \):

\[
\lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} = \left( \frac{\lambda_{\exp}}{\lambda_{1 \rightarrow R}} \right).
\] (5)

Eq. (6) was enforced using an augmented Lagrangian iterative update of \( \lambda_{1 \rightarrow R} \) [134,135] at the integration points:

\[
\lambda_{1 \rightarrow R}^{k+1} = \lambda_{1 \rightarrow R}^{k} + \alpha^{k} \mu^{k}.
\]

This iteration procedure is referred to as the Uzawa algorithm [136,137].

The constraint in Eq. (6) can be satisfied to a user-defined tolerance (usually \( TOL = 0.05 \), implying that the multipliers change less than 5% between augmentations).

This approach is not limited to any particular constitutive model for the ligament, although in practice, the direction \( \mu_{0} \) is selected to correspond to the local fiber direction in a transversely isotropic hyperelastic constitutive model.

5.5. Test problem—curvature

As mentioned previously, the curvature associated with many ligaments as they wrap around bones is one of the sources of problems when applying in situ strains to FE models of ligaments. In this test problem, the objective was to apply a uniform fiber strain of 3% along the curved axis of an FE mesh that was fully constrained on both ends (Fig. 6A and B). Three-field hexahedral elements were used [107] and material coefficients and constitutive model were based on our previous study [7]. Without augmentations, the attempt to apply a uniform strain fails miserably, as the freedom of elements to move during the equilibrium iterations results in a highly nonuniform strain distribution that is much lower than the target value of 3% (Fig. 6C). With augmentations, the fiber strain distribution converges quickly to the desired homogeneous distribution (Fig. 6D-F).

5.4. Test problem—femur-medial collateral ligament-tibia complex

This problem demonstrates the effectiveness of the augmented Lagrangian technique in a three-dimensional model of the MCL that includes nonuniform ligament cross-section, curvature as the MCL wraps around the tibia and a highly inhomogeneous in situ strain distribution. A subject-specific FE model of the human femur–MCL–tibia complex was constructed [7]. For this same knee, the in situ strain distribution was measured experimentally at 0 degrees of knee flexion, and the material coefficients for the transversely isotropic constitutive model were based on experimental material testing of the MCL [44,108]. Experimental in situ strain data \( (\lambda_{\exp} = \Lambda) \) were interpolated over the FE mesh to provide a smooth, continuous distribution (Fig. 7, left panel). The in situ strain distribution was then applied to the MCL using Eq. (1) without augmentations. Contact and load transfer between the MCL and bones was accommodated using the penalty method [138].
Fig. 6. Test problem of a curved test sample to demonstrate performance of the iterative update procedure to enforce in situ fiber strain. The objective is to achieve an in situ fiber tensile strain of 3%. (A) Top view of FE mesh. Nodes at both ends are fully constrained. The local fiber direction is oriented from left-to-right. (B) Side view of the same FE mesh. The local fiber direction follows the curvature of the element edges. (C) Top and side views of the deformed FE mesh after specifying a uniform in situ fiber strain of 3% using Eq. (1). Fringe values are fiber strain. Legend applies to panels C–F. Note that the fiber strain is highly inhomogeneous and values at every location are lower than the desired value of 3%. (D) Fringe plots of fiber strain on deformed FE mesh after one iterative update using Eq. (6). (E) Fringe plots of fiber strain after two iterative updates. (F) Fringe plots of fiber strain after five iterative updates. The fiber strain is completely uniform and has achieved a value of 3%.

Fig. 7. Augmented Lagrangian enforcement of an experimental in situ strain distribution on an FE model of the human femor–medial collateral ligament (MCL)–tibia complex. Left panel—experimentally measured in situ strain distribution at 0 degrees of knee flexion. Middle panel—result after applying the in situ strain distribution to the MCL using Eq. (1) with no augmentations. The total in situ fiber strain \( \lambda_0 \rightarrow r - 1 \) is much lower and less inhomogeneous than the target in situ strain distribution (compare left and middle panels). Right panel—results after six augmentations using the augmented Lagrangian algorithm. The resulting in situ strain distribution is nearly identical to the experimental distribution (compare left and right panels). The small differences between these two images are the result of using nodal values for the interpolation in the left panel and enforcing the constraint at the integration points in the right panel.
6. Verification and validation

The phrase "verification and validation" has become popular in the recent literature on computational mechanics (see e.g. [139,140]). In the context of the present paper, verification refers to the process of determining whether or not an FE model of a ligament can be used to represent the underlying principles of continuum mechanics with sufficient accuracy. Verification has two parts: (1) testing the ability of constitutive models, element technology, contact algorithms, etc. in an FE program to reproduce known analytical solutions to idealized problems within some well defined error tolerance, and (2) a posteriori error estimates, such as mesh convergence studies. Validation refers to comparison of FE model predictions with experimental measurements. It should be noted that there is no way to completely verify or validate an FE model of ligament mechanics. This is analogous to the way that scientific theories cannot be proven but only disproven [141]. However, once an exception is found, it invalidates that particular prediction or set of predictions under the conditions that were investigated. The investigator must pose specific hypotheses regarding model verification and validation, along with appropriately chosen tolerances, and then test these hypotheses. Repeated rejection of the null hypothesis (that the model does not reproduce the underlying principles of mechanics or that the model does not predict experimental data) for tests of the model's descriptive and predictive capabilities provides confidence in the use of the model for decision making.

6.1. Verification

Verification includes the assurance that constitutive models give the correct predictions for simple loading cases, that specific types of finite elements can reproduce desired modes of deformation (e.g., bending, shear) and that the FE mesh used to discretize the domain is of sufficient spatial resolution to provide the desired degree of accuracy. These assurances may be made by investigating both idealized problems/geometries and by working with the actual geometry of the FE model. In the case of the constitutive model, one must verify that the numerical implementation can reproduce various analytical solutions, such as for uniaxial, biaxial and shear loading. To verify that a particular type of finite element is capable of describing a particular type of deformation, an investigator may study simple problems of shear and bending, and compare predictions to analytical solutions. Finally, the spatial discretization error inherent in the FE method is assessed by performing mesh convergence studies. Since all FE structural models produce a solution that is "too stiff" when compared to known solutions and can only reproduce the exact analytical solution as elements become infinitely small, the assessment of overall model stiffness is typically investigated as a function of mesh density. By performing numerous solutions of a similar problem with different mesh resolutions, the investigator can determine the mesh resolution that provides sufficient accuracy for the needs of the study at hand. All aspects of the verification process should be performed before any model validation tests are pursued.

6.2. Validation

The comparison of model predictions to experimental measurements constitutes the validation process. As mentioned above, there is no way to completely validate a model. One must pose specific hypotheses about model predictions along with tolerable errors. Validation is the most challenging aspect of the FE modeling of ligament mechanics, as it requires accurate experimental measurements of quantities that are difficult to measure. Further, the computational biomechanist is often inappropriately trained or ill-equipped to perform the necessary experiments. An appropriate collaborator is critical in this situation, as the use of experimental data in the literature for validation can present a number of problems.

FE models of ligament mechanics are typically designed with the hope of predicting stress and strain distributions, insertion site forces and contact forces as ligaments wrap around bones and other ligaments. These quantities are often used for model validation [7,23]. It is inappropriate to rely solely on yes/no hypotheses for comparison of FE predictions with experimental data. Acceptance of the null hypothesis that model predictions are "not significantly different" from experimental measurements does not provide a good means to perform model validation, since this conclusion says nothing by itself of statistical power or the amount of variation in the experimental data that may be explained by the model. Regression analyses provide a convenient way to assess the correlation between FE predictions and experimental measurements [7]. When interpreting any type of statistical results regarding FE model validation, one must consider the magnitude of errors that are associated with the experimental measurements.

Experimental measurements of insertion site reaction forces, global joint kinematics and ligament strains have been used in the validation process for FE models of ligaments [7,12,23,25,142]. Insertion site forces and global joint kinematics can be measured in an experimental setting using one of several different methods [31,143,144]. These are "global"
or “integrated” measurements in terms of model validation, since numerous assumptions associated with the FE model contribute to the accuracy of such a prediction. The inability of an FE ligament model to predict insertion site forces or joint kinematics within some pre-defined error band indicates a problem somewhere, but does not localize the problem to the constitutive model, mesh, or boundary conditions. However, the ability of an FE ligament model to predict insertion site forces or joint kinematics does not provide validation of its ability to predict local ligament stresses and strains. The latter quantities indicate the potential for local tissue injury and remodeling, which are often of more interest to the analyst. A combined approach, including measurement of joint kinematics, insertion site forces and local ligament strains, provides a framework for the most thorough validation of FE models of ligament mechanics. When assessing agreement between experimental measurements and computational predictions, it is important to quantify the errors associated with the experimental measurements. For instance, in the measurement of ligament strain, errors are the result of the inherent accuracy/precision of the measurement method [145] as well as any uncertainty in defining the reference (stress-free) configuration.

6.3. Sensitivity studies

Inputs to an FE model, whether measured experimentally or obtained from the literature, should not be assumed to be absolute known quantities. As an example, consider material coefficients for a constitutive model. These material coefficients may be based on subject-specific measurements or on population averages. In the former case, there is uncertainty in these coefficients due to the inherent errors in experimental measurements. In the latter case, the coefficients represent a population average, and thus, have some well-defined variance. In both cases, it is desirable to characterize the sensitivity of FE model predictions to variations in the material coefficients. The magnitude of the variations may be chosen, based on the standard deviations of the population or based on knowledge of the errors associated with the experimental measurements. This is even more important in the common case of model input parameters for which experimental data are not available. In this situation, the parameters should be varied over a wide range, based on the analyst’s assessment of physically reasonable/admissible values. This type of sensitivity study (or parameter study) can yield important insight into the physics of the model, and thus, improve confidence in model predictions. Sensitivity studies should be performed for both experimentally measured and “assumed” model inputs.

7. Discussion and future directions

The objective of this paper was to describe techniques that can facilitate the construction, analysis and validation of FE models of ligaments. The authors hope that this information will assist other investigators in their research and provide guidelines for the development and critical assessment of ligament FE models. The methodologies described in this work can be readily adapted to the study of many different ligamentous structures and joints. This should provide a solid foundation for further studies of ligament injury, healing, and patient-specific clinical treatment. There are a number of areas where further research is desperately needed to advance the state of the art, and these are discussed individually below.

The development and validation of whole-joint models that include three-dimensional ligament geometries is an area where further research is needed. The difficulty with validation of these models is that models of individual ligaments must be validated separately. Without such an approach, it is impossible to determine the predictive capability of these models beyond prediction of overall joint kinematics. Although the literature contains many examples of whole-joint models, few use three-dimensional representations for the ligaments and none have been validated using the approaches described in Section 6 above.

The construction of three-dimensional FE models of ligaments can be extremely time consuming due to the need to acquire three-dimensional geometry from medical image data, segment the ligaments and bones of interest, and generate FE meshes. This process is especially difficult for image data obtained in vivo, since the boundaries of soft tissues in MR and CT images are difficult to discern. Improvements in MR imaging sequences for ligaments are needed to provide better contrast and signal. This alone will greatly facilitate the extraction of three-dimensional geometric information from images acquired in vivo. Although tools for segmentation are quite mature and effective, similar tools for mesh generation remain difficult to use and cannot provide automatically generated meshes that can yield accurate FE solutions.

There are a number of areas related to constitutive models for ligaments that will benefit from further research and development. One goal of the analysis of ligament mechanics is to assess the propensity for injury under various externally applied loading conditions. This requires suitable criteria for material failure, and data in the literature on the material failure of ligaments is entirely based on uniaxial testing along the predominant fiber direction. Additional experimental data are needed to develop multiaxial material failure theories for these anisotropic materials. Further improvements in constitutive models may be made by a better understanding of the contribution of the “ground substance” to continuum level material properties. The exact mechanisms by which proteoglycans influence ligament material properties remain to be determined. Finally, the role of fluid flow in ligament material behavior is still poorly understood. Data on the permeability of ligament, along and transverse to the fiber direction, will help to clarify these effects.
The representation of ligament insertions to bone in FE models must be refined to better represent stress transfer, and thus provide improved predictions of the potential for failure at the insertion sites. Ligament insertion sites reduce the stress concentrations that naturally occur as forces are transferred across the ligament-bone interface. The junction between the soft tissue of ligaments and the hard tissue of bones is complex and can vary greatly between ligaments as well as between the two ends of the same ligament. Ligament insertion sites have been broadly categorized into two categories, direct and indirect. Direct insertion sites are generally well-defined areas with a sharp boundary between the bone and the attaching ligament occurring over a distance of less than 1 mm [84]. The collagen fibrils quickly pass out of normal ground substance matrix and continue through zones of fibrocartilage, mineralized fibrocartilage, and finally into bone [146]. Most of the fibrils at direct insertion sites are deep fibrils that meet the bone at approximately right angles. Indirect insertion sites attach to the bone over a broader area than direct insertion sites and have a more gradual transition between hard and soft tissue. The superficial fibers dominate at indirect sites and their attachment to bone occurs mainly through fibers blending with the periosteum. The deep fibers of indirect insertions have been shown to attach directly to bone at acute angles with the fibrocartilaginous transitional zone observed in direct insertions [147]. Despite the gradual change from soft to hard tissue, insertion sites are often the location of injuries. This is especially true when rapid remodeling of the insertion sites takes place during skeletal maturation or after joint immobilization [148-141]. Tissue strains near the insertion sites have been shown to differ from strains measured in the midsubstance of ligaments [68,152]. Material inhomogeneities are believed to be especially common near the insertion sites [153], although this has not been well quantified experimentally due to the difficulties in performing mechanical measurements in such a small region of tissue.

Although it is clear that accurate representation of ligament in situ strain is critical to accurate predictions of ligament stresses, strains and insertion site forces [125,132], data on ligament in situ strains are extremely limited. This is especially important if subject-specific modeling techniques are ever to be applied in the clinic for treatment planning or diagnostics. Future research should focus on establishing relationships between joint laxity in vivo and in situ ligament strains, as these data would provide the means to apply subject-specific modeling techniques to the study of the joints of individual patients.

Finally, the authors strongly encourage other investigators to adopt a systematic approach to model verification and validation. This is often not given the attention that it merits. The long-term success of FE modeling in experimental studies and clinical application, as well as the success of the FE method in other areas of biomechanics, hinges on the proper verification and validation of computational models.
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